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~ Pl>aat ciTen W1ck:iv 
THE OATH OF HIPPOCRATES 
I do solemnly swear by that which I hold most sacred: 
That I will be loyal to the profession of medicine, 
just to its members, and generous to its institutions; 
That I will lead my life and practice my art in 
uprightness and honor; 
That I will give respect and gratitude to those who 
have taught me this art; 
That into whatsoever house I shall enter, it shall be 
for the good of the sick to the utmost of my power, 
I holding myself aloof from wrong, from corruption, 
from the tempting of others to vice; 
That I will exercise my art for the best care of my 
patients, 
and I will give no drug, perform no operation for 
a criminal purpose, even if solicited far less 
suggest it; 
That whatsoever I shall see or hear of the lives of 
my patients whictr is not fitting to be spoken, 
I will keep inviolably secret. 
These things I do promise upon my honor. 
PROCESSIONAL ... ...... .. .... .. .... ... ... ...... ... .... ..... ... ..... .. ... TRUMPET VOLUNTARY ... ...... ....... ................... JoHN STANLEY 
THE JEFFERSON PROCESSIONAL ................ BURLE MARX 
OPENING PROCLAMATION ...... .. .......... ... .... .. .. .. ... ..... JACK FARBER, Chairman 
Board of Trustees 
Thomas Jefferson University 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
INVOCATION .. .... ............ ........ ....... ... .... .. ........ .... ... ...... RABBI GERALD WOLPE 
Har Zion Temple 
CONVOCATION ..... ..... ...... .. .... ....... ........... .... .. .. .. .. .... ... PAUL C. BRUCKER, President 
Thomas Jefferson University 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE ...... ... .. ... .. PRESIDENT BRUCKER 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Presented by ................. ...... ......... .... ...... ......... .... ..... ... .... .. Jussi J . SAUKKONEN, Vice President 
f or Science Policy, Technology Development, 
and International Affairs and Dean 
College of Graduate Studies 
Doctor of Medicine 
Presented by ...... ...... ..... .. ........... .... ..... .. ... .... .... .... ... ........ .. JosEPH S. GONNELLA, Senior Vice President 
f or Academic Affairs and Dean 
Jefferson Medical College 
The Oath of Hippocrates ........ ...... ...... ................ .... ... ....... EDWARD H. McGEHEE, Professor of Family Medicine 
and Clinical Associate Professor of M edicine 
Jefferson Medical College 
Master of Science 
Presented by ... ..... ..... ..... .... .......... ... ...... .. ....... ... .. .. ..... .... ... DEAN SAUKKONEN 
·-CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES ... .... .... .... PRESIDENT BRUCKER 
FLOYD E. BLOOM, Doctor of Science 
Presented by ... ......... .......... ..... ...... .... ....... ... ... ......... .. ..... ... CHAIRMAN FARBER 
J. WALLACE DAVIS, Doctor of Humane Letters 
Presented by .. ..... ... ...... .... .. .. ........ ... ..... .. ... ........ ... .. ........... DEAN GONNELLA 
BENEDICTION· ·········· ····· ·· ···· ···· ····· ····· ······ ·········· ··· ······ RABBI WOLPE 
RECESSIONAL ...... .. ... .... ..... ..... ........ .. .. ..... ... ... ... ... .... .. POMP AND CIRCUMSTANCE .................. ........ ELGAR 
BENJAMIN BACHARACH 
DIANE R. GILLUM 
THE REVEREND R. BRUCE TODD, Organist 
Grand Marshal 
R. ANTHONY CARABASI III 
Faculty Marshals 
CLARA A. CALLAHAN CHRISTOPHER V. CHAMBERS 
GERALD B. GRUNWALD HOWARD K. RABINOWITZ 
RICHARD R. SCHMIDT 
Student Marshals 
Louis G1AN01uuo ANTHONY M. TORRE III 
JAMES B . ERDMANN 
MARION J . SIEG MAN 
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession and Recession. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
MARY KATHERINE BARRY (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) ...... ........ ...... .. ... ........ ......... .. .. ... .......... ... .. ..... .. ... .. .. ..... ........ .. ... ... .. Edgewood, MD 
B.S., Albright College 
Thesis Title: "A Molecular Analysis of the Triplo-lethal region of Drosophila Melanogaster." 
Thesis Advisor: A. Christensen, Ph.D. 
SouMITRA BAsu (Molecular Pharmacology & Structural Biology) ............................ .. .. .... .. .. ... .. .. ........... ..... .. ... .. ........ ......... .... ......... ...... Tam.pa, FL 
B.S., Hooghly Mohsin College 
M.S., University of Burdwan 
Thesis Title: "Cellular Pharmacology of Oligonucleotide Analogs." 
Thesis Advisor: E. Wickstrom, Ph.D. 
*RICHARD ANTHONY Brigandi (Microbiology & Immunology) ....................... .. ......... ...... ........ .. .. .. .. ... ...... ........... ... .. ........... .. .. ... .. ..... ..... Folsom, PA 
B.A., Swarthmore College 
Thesis Title: "Antibody and Complement Mediated Immunity to the Infective and Autoinfective Third Stage Larvae of 
Strongyloides Stercoralis." 
Thesis Advisor: D . Abraham, Ph.D. 
TIMOTHY NICHOLAS JAMES BULLOCK (Immunology) ............... .. ...... .. .. .. ....... .......... .......... .. .... ... .. ......... ......................... ... Uckfield, East Sussex, UK 
B.S., University of Leeds 
Thesis Title: "MHC Class I-restricted Cryptic Epitopes: Their Production and Immunogenicity." 
Thesis Advisor: L. C. Eisenlohr, Ph.D., V.M.D . 
PAUL CHIH-HsuEH CHEN (Genetics) .... ......... ... .. ..... ............... ......... .. ......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... ... ........... ... ........... .. ... .. .. .. ... ..... .... ..... Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
M.D., Chung Shan Medical & Dental College 
Thesis Title: "Structural and Functional Analysis of the two H uman Necrosis Factor Receptors." 
Thesis Advisor: Mann-Jy Chen, Ph.D. 
SwATI CHOKSI (Genetics) .......... ..... .. .. ....... .. ....... .. .... .. .. ......... ................................... ....... ...... .. .. ......... .... ...... ...... .. .... ...... ... .. ..... .... ........ . Bombay, India 
B.S., University of Bombay 
Thesis Title: "Structure-Based Designed CDS Peptide Analogs Inhibit Both In Vitro and In Vivo CDS T Cell Responses." 
Thesis Advisor: R. Korngold, Ph.D. 
MARIA ALICE GARCIA DE MELLO (Anatomy) .. .............. .. ... .. ...... .................. .. .... .... .. ... .......... ... ......... .. .............. .. .. ..... .. .. ... .... .... Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
M .D ., Universidade Car61ica de Pelotas 
M.S., Universidade Federaldo Rio de Janeiro 
Thesis Title: "The Role of Transforming Growth Factor-P and Thyroid Hormone in the Regulation of Endochondral Ossification." 
Thesis Advisor: R . S. Tuan, Ph.D. 
SusAN ELIZABETH DERocco (Genetics) ........ ............... ................. .. .... .... .. ... ... .... .. .. ................. .. ... ..... ... .... ...... ....... ... ..... .. ... .. .. ... .... ........ Arlington, VA 
B .S., James Madison University 
Thesis Title: "Ectopic Expression of A-myb in Transgenic Mice." 
Thesis Advisor: B . Calabretta, M.D., Ph.D. 
*ANDREW EVAN DENKER (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) ........... .. .. .. .. .. .... ....... .. ......... ... .. ........ ...... ........... .. .......... ..... .......... .. .. .. Bensalem, PA 
A B., P rinceton University 
Thesis Title: "Chondrogenic Activity of Transforming Growth Factor-P 1 and Bone Morphogenetic Protein 2 on 
Mliltipotential Mesenchymal Cells." 
Thesis Advisor: R. S. Tuan, Ph.D. 
SuJATA PRAFUL DESHMANE (Molecular Pharmacology & Structural Biology) .... .. ............ .. .. .. .......... .. .......... .. .. .. ... .. .. ... ........... .... East Norriton, PA 
B .S., Wilson College 
M .S., University of Poona 
Thesis Title: "Mechanisms of Underlying Receptor-Effector Coupling of Guanylyl Cyclase C." 
Thesis Advisor: S. A. Waldman, M .D ., Ph.D. 
DANIEL S. EVANKO (Molecular P harmacology & Structural Biology) .. .... ..... .. .. .. .. ... .. ...... .. .. ....... ........... .. .. ..... .. .. ................. ............ Carrollton, KY 
B.S., Northwestern University 
Thesis Title: "Characterization of the Human P-1 - Adrenergic Receptor Gene and its Transcriptional Regulation." 
Thesis Advisor: J. L. Benovic, Ph.D. 
*Also receiving a Doctor of Medicine degree from Jefferson Medical College 
ALYSIA ARGESON F1NNEGAN (Genetics) ... ...... ... ............................... ... .. .. ...... .. .............. ................... .. ...................... .. ..... .............. ... .... ........ . Wayne, NJ 
B.S., University of Delaware 
Thesis Title: "Molecular Characterization of the Hypervariable Yellow (N •Y) Mutation at the Murine Agouti Locus 
and Investigation of Factors that Influence Phenotypic Variability." 
Thesis Advisor: L. D . Siracusa, Ph.D. 
MERYL HOPE GERSH (Genetics) ... .... ..... .. .. ... ......... .. .... ......... .. ...... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .... ... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. ......... ......... ............... .. ....... ... ....... ... .... . Bensalem, PA 
B.S., University of Delaware 
Thesis Title: "Phenotypic and Molecular Characterization of the Cat-Like Cry Observed in Cridu-Chat Syndrome." 
Thesis Advisor: J. M. Overhauser, Ph.D. 
JAMES PERRY HALL (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) ..... ... .. .. ......... ....... .. ...................... ....... ... ....... ....... ... ... .. .. ....... ...... .. ... .. ....... .. Hartsville, PA 
B.S., University of Vermont 
Thesis Title: "Investigations into Mitogen-Activated Proteins and (MAP) Kinase Signal Transduction Pathways in 
Saccharomyces Cerevisiae." 
Thesis Advisor: E. P. Winter, Ph.D. 
BETSY A. HAzEL (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) .... .. .. .. ..... ... .. ........ .. ................. ...................... .. .. .. .. ............. ........... ..... .. .. ........ Glendale, AZ 
B.S., Arizona State University 
Thesis Title: "Hydroquinone, a Major Bone Marrow Metabolite of Benzene, Induces Granulopoiesis in a M ouse Model: 
Possible Role in Benzene-Induced Acute Myelogenous Leukemia." 
Thesis Advisor: G. F. Kalf, Ph.D. 
N ILAMANI JENA (Genetics) .. ........ ....... .. .. .... .... ... .. .... ............ .. ......... ......... ........... .............. .... ... ........................ .. ... .... .. ... .. ... .. ......... Endar, O rissa, India 
B .S., Orissa University of Agriculture & Technology 
M .S., Madurai Kamaraj University 
Thesis Title: "Structure-Function Analysis of BCL2a and Characterization of BMP7 Null Mice." 
Thesis Advisor: C.M . Croce, M.D. 
UTE KocH (Immunology) ... ..... .. ... ... .................... .................... ..... .... .. .... .. .. .... ... ..... ......... .................. ..... .......... ... .. ..... .. .. .... .... Wehr-Baden, Germany 
B .S., University of Basel 
Thesis Title: " The Effect of a Synthetic CD4-CDR3 Peptide Analog in Transplantation Models." 
Thesis Advisor: R. Korngold, Ph.D. 
JosEPH C. MARINI (Immunology) .................... .... ...... .. .... .. ... .. .. .. .. ...... ......................... ................ ... .. .. .. .. ....... ... .............. ........... .. ... ... P hiladelphia, PA 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Thesis Title: "A CD4-CDR3 Peptide Analog Inhibits both Primary and Secondary Autoreactive CD4+ T Cell Responses 
in Experimental Alle rgic Encephalomyelitis." 
Thesis Advisor: R. Korngold, Ph.D. 
RoBERT VINCENT PAUL MARTINEZ (Genetics) ..... .......... .............. .... .. .. .... .. ... ... ... ..................... ... ... .. .. .... ........ ....... .. ........... .. ... .. .. Trinidad, West Indies 
B.S., Drexel University 
Thesis Title: "Cloning and Characterization of the DR-nm23 Gene and its Associated Product, a Novel Member 
of the nm23 Gene Family." 
Thesis Advisor: B . Calabretta, M.D., Ph.D . 
JoHN JosEPH MosKOw (Immunology) .... ........ .. .. ......... ........ ...... .......... ............................ .... .. .. ............ ............. ................... .. .. ................ Deptford, NJ 
B .S., Drexel University 
Thesis Title: "Identification and Characterization of Meis], A Common Site of Viral Integration Involved in Murine 
Myeloid Leukemia" 
Thesis Advisor: A. M . Buchberg, Ph.D. 
Scorr JAMES PARKINSON (Molecular Pharmacology & Structural Biology) ....... ............. .. .. ............................. .. ..... .. .. .. Grimsby, Ontario, Canada 
B.S., McMaster University 
Thesis Title: "Adenine Nucleotide Regulation of Guanylyl Cyclase C: Application to Interrupt Escherichia coli Heat-Stable 
Enterotoxin-Dependent Signalling Mediating Secretory Diarrhea." 
Thesis Advisor: S. A. Waldman, M .D., Ph.D. 
MELINA MAcPHEE PELLIN! (Genetics) ..... .. .......... ............... ........ ..... ......................... .. .......... .. ........... .. .. ........ ............. .................. .. ... . Huntingdon, PA 
B.A., University of Delaware 
M .S., Thomas Jefferson University 
Thesis Title: "Secretory Phospholipase A2: A Candidate for the Mom] Locus, a Major Modifier of Apcmin - Induced 
Intestinal Neoplasia." 
Thesis Advisor: A. M . Buchberg, Ph.D. 
MARY MARTHA PoMIDOR (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) .. ...... ..... .. .. ...... .. ....... .... ... ... ... .... ..... .. ....... ........ ... ....... ... ... ... ....... ....... . Pottstown, PA 
B.S., West Chester University . 
Thesis Title: "Ornithine Decarboxylase and the Cytoskeleton in Normal Human Epidermal Keratinocytes: 
Regulation of Activity by Subcellular Localization and Cytoskeletal Organization ." 
Thesis Advisor: N. J. Hickok, Ph.D. 
GANESH VENKATARAMAN RAJ (Genetics) ....... ........ ... .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... .......... ..... ... ..... ........... ... .... .... ... ..... ... .. .... ..... .. ....... ....... .. .... .. .. .. .. ... . Ahmadi, Kuwait 
B.A. , Johns Hopkins University 
Thesis Title: "Molecular Pathogenesis of JC Virus-Ind uced Diseases." 
Thesis Advisor: K. K. Khalili , Ph.D. 
NIANLI SANG (Genetics) ... ....... ......... .. .............. ......... ... .... ......... ........... ..... ...... ..... .. ............. ... ..... ...... ... .... ... ..... ....... ......... ........... .. ... . Shanghai , P.R.C. 
B.A. , Johns Hopkins University 
Thesis Title: "Characterization of the Transcriptional Regulatory Function of the Transforming Region of Adenovirus 
E IA Oncoprotein." 
Thesis Advisor: A. Giordano, M.D., Ph.D. 
GORDON R. STRATHDEE (Genetics) ... ...... .... ... .. ... ........ .... ....... .. ....... ...... .. ............. ....... ............. ..... .... ..... ........ .... ... ......... .. ......... ...... Glasgow, Scotland 
B.A., Johns Hopkins University 
Thesis Title: "Molecular and Cytogenetic Analysis of the !Sq-Syndrome." 
Thesis Advisor: J. M. Overhauser, Ph.D. 
DoROTHY ELLA SURI (Molecular Pharmacology & Structural Biology) .... .. .... ..... .. .. .. .. ....... .. ..... .... ............. ... ....... ... .... .... .. ..... ....... . Sicklerville, 'NJ 
B.A., SUNY College at Plattsburgh 
Thesis Title : "Modulation of Expression of Human Urokinase Type Plasminogen Activator by Sulfonylureas, Spermine, 
and HTLV- 1 protein Tax." · 
Thesis Advisor: T. D. Bjornsson, M.D., Ph.D. 
MANIMEKALAI M. THIYAGARAJAN (Molecular Pharmacology & Structural Biology) ... ... ....... ... ..... ..... ........ ... .. .... .. .. ... .. ..... .... . · · ··· · · · ·· ·· · Lansdale, PA 
B.S., Gwynedd-Mercy College 
Thesis Title: "Characterization of Ustilago Maydis Topoisomerase I: Purification, Cloning, Biochemical, and Kinetic Analysis." 
Thesis Advisor: E. B. Kmiec, Ph.D. 
*WILLIAM ANDREW TYNDALL (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) .. ... ... ... ... .... ........ ..... ..... .... .... .... ... ......... ... ....... ....... .. .. .. .. ... .. · ··· ··. ·· Lancaster, PA 
B.A., Brown University 
Thesis Title: "N-Cadherin in Limb Mesenchyme Chondrogenesis: Modulation by TGF-P Superfamily Members." 
Thesis Advisor: R. S. Tuan, Ph.D. 
TERESA VICTORIA (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) .............. ... ... ... .. ......... ......... .... ... ..... ........ ... .......... ... ...... .... ... ...... .. .. ... ..... ...... .. Lancaster, PA 
B.A. , Hood College 
Thesis Title: "Molecular Characterization of the Canine Model for Globoid Cell Leukodystrophy (Krabbe Disease) 
and Study of the Effects of Human Polymorphisms on the Activity of Murine Galactocerebrosidase." 
Thesis Advisor: D. A. Wenger, Ph.D. 
CONSTANCE MIAO-LENG YuAN (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) .. ..... .. ... .... ....... .... ..... ....... ..... .... ....... .............. ............ ... ...... ......... . Norfolk, VA 
B.A., Johns Hopkins University 
Thesis Title: "The Human COL1Al /COL2Al Chimeric Gene in Transgenic Mice: Analysis of the mRNA Expression and the 
Apparent Inhibition of Translation from the Construct." 
Thesis Advisor: L. M. Ala-Kokko, M.D., Ph .D. 
•Also receiving a Doctor of Medicine degree from Jefferson Medical College 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
ARI DANIEL ABEL .. ...... .. ....... ... .............. .. ... ... ..... Wilmington, DE 
B.A., Wesleyan University 
Transitional - Medical Center of Delaware, Newark, DE 
Ophthalmology - Greater Baltimore Medical Center, 
Baltimore, MD 
RosALLY VENTURA AGBVNAG .. .......... ..... .. ..... .. .. Los Angeles, CA 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., University of California - Los Angeles 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - University of Chicago 
Hospital, Chicago, IL 
ANGELA MICHELLE ALLEVI ....... .. ........... .... .... ... .... Norristown, PA 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Pediatrics - Presbyterian Hospital, New York, NY 
RENA R. AMRO ....... ... .... .. .... ... .... ... ... ..... ....... ..... ... Bethlehem, PA 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Orthopaedic Surgery - Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 
MALA BAHL .. ... .. ....... .... ... ..... ..... ... ......... ........ .... ..... . Oakmont, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvan ia State University 
Internal Medicine - Georgetown University Hospital, 
Washington, DC 
KEVIN ELLIOT BAILL .. ... .. .... .. .... ... ..... .. ... ........ .... .... Levittown, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - The Brooklyn 
Hospital Center, Brooklyn, NY 
BRAD J. BAKER ..... ... .... ... .. ...... ... ........... .... .... ... .... .. Pittsburgh, PA 
B.S., Villanova University 
Transitional - Boston University School of Medicine, 
Boston, MA 
Ophthalmology - New England Medical Center -
Tufts Univerity, Boston, MA 
MICHAEL BARAM ... ..... ......... ... ... .. .. .. ..... ..... ..... .. ..... .. Blue Bell, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Emergency Medicine - Medical Center of Delaware, 
Newark, DE 
CARL BARSIGIAN ... ..... ..... ........ ........... ........ ..... .... .. .. Old Forge, PA 
B.S., Temple University 
Ph.D., Hahnemann University 
Internal Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
JoNATHAN DAVID BECK ....... ... .. ........ ..... ... .... ..... ... ... .. Marion, MA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Family Practice - Abington Memorial Hospital, 
Abington, PA 
MICHAEL JAMES BECK ... .. .. ... .... .... .......... ....... ....... Greensburg, PA 
B.S., John Carroll University 
Medicine - Pediatrics - Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, 
Hershey, PA 
AOA - Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society 
THOMAS C. BEETEL ..... ...... ... ... ... .... .. ..... ..... ....... .. .. .... Reading, PA 
B.S., University of Pittsburgh 
Surgery - Medical Center of Delaware, Newark, DE 
AHISH BEHAR! ...... ... .. ....... ... .. ......... ... ............... .. ... Camp Hill, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State' University 
Urology - Washington Hospital Center, Washington, DC 
BABAK BEHTA ...... .. ... ........ .. .. ... ..... ..... .... .... ... ... ........ Ardmore, PA 
B.S., Saint Joseph's University 
Family Practice - Pitt County Memorial Hospital, 
Greenville, NC 
BRUCE CYRUS BENNETT ... .... ..... ...... .... .............. ...... .... Boring, OR 
B.S. , Utah State University 
M.F.A. , Utah State University 
Psychiatry - University of Utah Affiliated Hospital s, 
Salt Lake City, UT 
CARLO ROBERTO BERNARDINO ...... ........ .... ........ ....... Newtown, PA 
B.A., Lehigh University 
Transitional - Crozer-Chester Medical Center, Upland, PA 
Ophthalmology - Wills Eye Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
RAHULDEV SINGH BHALLA .. ............ ......... ...... .. . West Windsor, NJ 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Urology - State University of New York, Stony Brook, NY 
Louis CHARLES BLAUM ill .... ...... ... ..... .. .. .... .. ... .. .. Shavertown, PA 
B.A., University of Notre Dame 
Surgery - University of Medicine and Dentistry of 
New Jersey - Robert Wood Johnson Medical Center, 
New Brunswick, NJ 
DEANNA MARIE BusARD ... ...................... .. ...... Nesquehoning, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
M.S., Hahnemann University 
Surgery - Saint Luke's Hospital, Bethlehem, PA 
NICOLE LYNN BoRGEs ...... .......... .. ...... .... ... ...... .... ... .... Trenton, NJ 
B.S. , Temple University 
Internal Medicine - Cabrini Medical Center, 
New York, NY 
BRIAN ROBERT BoucHER .... ... .. ... .... .......... .... ... ... ... ...... Media, PA 
B.A. , Bucknell University 
Fami ly Practice - Abington Memorial Hospital, 
Abington, PA 
*RrcHARD A. BRIGAND! .... .......... ....... ..... ........... ..... ... .. Folsom, PA 
B.A. , Swarthmore College 
Pediatrics - Thomas Jefferson University/ 
Alfred I. duPont Institute Children ' s Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
BRIAN THOMAS BROCHU .... .... ... .. ...... ...... ....... .... ... .. Lewiston, ME 
B.S., Springfield College 
Transitional - Albert Einstein Medical Center, 
Philadelphia, PA 
*Also receiving a Doctor of Philosophy degree from the College of Graduate Studies 
LAWRENCE M. BuoNo .. ................ .. .......... .. .............. Yonkers, NY 
B.A., New York University 
Transitional - Presbyterian Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
Ophthalmology - Allegheny University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
LEE MICHAEL BuoNo .. .... ............................. ............. Medford, NJ 
B.S., The State University of New Jersey - Rutgers 
Surgery - Preliminary - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
Neurosurgery - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadel phia, PA 
STEPHEN LLOYD BusHAY ...... .... ... . .. ....... ... .. ........... Northfield , NJ 
magna cum laude 
B. S., Clemson University 
Family Practice - Riverside Regional Medical Center, 
Newport News, VA 
ELIZA McJ1MSEY BuYERs .... ............ .. .. .. ...... Lower Gwynedd, PA 
A.B., Princeton University 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Saint Joseph 's Hospital, 
Denver, CO 
MICHAEL H. CALAMIA .. .. ...... ....... .. ...... .. ................... Audubon , PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Family Practice - West Jersey Health System, Voorhees, NJ 
GREGORY ALAN CARLSON ...... .... .. ......... ........ ..... .. Englewood, CO 
A.B., Cornell University 
Surgery - Baystate Medical Center, Springfield, MA 
GEETANJALI CHANDER ..... .. ... ...... ..... ..... .. ... ... ......... Lakewood, NY 
AOA 
B.A., Wesleyan University 
Internal Medicine - Primary - Rhode Island Hospital/ 
Brown University, Providence, RI 
BINOY MATHEW CHANDY .... .. ........ .... .............. .. ....... Broomall, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Otolaryngology - Louisiana State University Medical Center, 
Shreveport, LA 
MICHAEL GEORGE CHANG ......... .. .. ..... .. ...... .. .. .. . Cinnaminson, NJ 
B.S., University of Michigan 
Internal Medicine - Naval Medical Center, 
Portsmouth, VA 
JAIME Louis CHECKOFF ......... .. .. ............ .. . Huntingdon Valley, PA 
cum laude 
B.S., Muhlenberg College 
Transitional - Albert Einstein Medical Center, 
Philadelphia, PA 
Radiology - Diagnostic - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Phi ladelphia, PA 
ANDY CHEN .. ..... .. .. ................ .. .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. ...... .. ...... Edison, NJ 
B.S. , The Pennsylvania State University 
Emergency Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
WILLIAM TzE-WEI CHEN .. .. ...... ... .. ...... ... .. ...... .. ........ Cheshire, CT 
A.B., Harvard University 
Internal Medicine - Brown University Internal Medicine 
Residency, Providence, RI 
SONIA SoNGYEE CHENG .. .. ................. .... .............. .... .. Newark, DE 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Pediatrics - New York University Medical Center, 
New York, NY 
ANDREA ELLEN CLARK.... .. ... Lansdale, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Pediatrics - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital/ 
Alfred I. duPont Institute Children 's Hospital 
Philadelphia, PA 
STEPHEN P. H. CLUTE IV ................. ... ....... ... .. .. ....... Milford , DE 
B.A., University of Delaware 
Internal Medicine - University Health Center, 
Pittsburgh , PA 
KELLY JosEPH CONROY .... .. ...................... .. ........ Philadelphia, PA 
B.S., Saint Joseph 's University 
Emergency Medicine - North Shore University Hospital, 
Manhasset, NY 
ANTHONY J. CORNETTA ... .. ........... .. ... ....... .. .. East Northport, NY 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., University of Notre Dame 
Surgery - Preliminary - Pennsylvania Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
Otolaryngology - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
Scan WILLIAM COWAN .... .. ...... ....... .. .... .. .. ........ Allison Park , PA 
AOA 
B.S., University of Pittsburgh 
M.S., University of Maryland at Baltimore 
Surgery - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
KATHERINE ANN CRUTCHLOW ............ .. ..... ... .... .. ... Morristown, NJ 
B.A., Fairfield University 
Internal Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
TRACEY LORRAINE DALEY ....... ... ... ...... ... ...... .. .. .... ...... Boston, MA 
B.A. , Columbia University 
Pediatrics - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital/ 
Alfred I. duPont Institute Children's Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
THOMAS CHARLES DELGIORNO ...... .. .......... ... .. .. ... Somerdale, NJ 
cum laude 
B.S., Saint Joseph's University 
Internal Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
*ANDREW EvAN DENKER .................... .. .. .. .. .. .......... Bensalem, PA 
cum laude 
AOA 
A.B., Princeton University 
Orthopaedic Surgery - Washington University/ 
Barnes Jewish Hospital, Saint Louis, MO 
BRIAN DAVID DEVINE .............. .. ........................... Johnstown, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Family Practice - Saint Margaret Memorial Hospital, 
Pittsburgh , PA 
AOA - Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society . 
*Also receiving a Doctor of Philosophy degree from the College of Graduate Studies 
ROBERT J. DIECIDUE .................. .... ... ....... .... ............ Villanova, PA 
summa cum laude 
B.A., State University of New York at Stony Brook 
M.B.A., Drexel University 
D.M.D., University of Pennsylvania 
Oral Surgery - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
JENNIFER Jo D1scHEL .............. .. ........ .. .... .......... ... .... Ashland, MA 
A.B., Cornell University 
Transitional - Malcolm Grow United States Air Force 
Medical Center, Andrews Air Force Base, MD 
CHRISTOPHER I. DoTY ... .......... .. .......... .. ... ... ... .. ..... Hockessin , DE 
B.A. , University of Delaware 
Emergency Medicine - State University of New York -
Health Science Center, Brooklyn, NY 
DouGLAS MITCHELL DRENTH .... .. ........................ .. .... San Jose, CA 
B.A., University of California at Riverside 
Emergency Medicine - Akron General Medical Center, 
Akron, OH 
MARIA CECIL DUNoo ...... ... .. .. .... ........... .. ..... .. .... ..... .. Cerri tos, CA 
B.S., University of Calfornia - Los Angeles 
Internal Medicine - University of California -
Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, CA 
ELIZABETH ANNE DURKIN ......... ... .. .. .................... .. ..... Waverly, PA 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., University of Scranton 
B.A., University of Scranton 
Family Practice - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
AMY JoAN ELLIOTT ...... ...... .. ... ... ... ............ .. ....... Wilmington, DE 
AOA 
B.A., Carleton College 
Fam ily Practice - Saint Paul - Ramsey Medical Center, 
Saint Paul, MN 
STEVEN ANDREW EssER .. .. .... .. .. .. ... ... .. ...... .. .. ..... .... .. . Reading, PA 
B.A., Haverford College 
Surgery - Saint Luke's Hospital, Bethlehem, PA 
DAVID H. FINKELSTEIN .. .. .... .... ...... .. ....... .... ...... Minneapolis, MN 
AOA 
B.A., University of Minnesota 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - The Lankenau Hospital, 
Wynnewood, PA 
Dermatology - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadel phia, PA 
CLIFFORD BENJAMIN FISHER ...... .... .. ..... .. ............. Burlingame, CA 
AOA 
B.A., University of California, Santa Cruz 
Internal Medicine - Primary - University of California-
Davis Medical Center, Sacramento, CA 
NoRA RACHELE FLORIAN .... .... ..... .. .... .... ..... .. ........ .. Pittsburgh, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Allegheny University 
Hospital-East Falls, Philadelph ia, PA 
AOA - Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society 
JoNATHAN TAD FoGEL ............ .. .... ............ .. ...... .. Richmond, VA 
B.S., Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science 
Emergency Medicine - University of Medicine and 
Dentistry of New Jersey - Robert Wood Johnson 
Medical Center, Camden, NJ 
OREN FRIEDMAN .................... .. .... ....... .. .. .. .......... Wynnewood, PA 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Surgery - Preliminary - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
Otolaryngology - Thomas Jefferson Un iversity Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
EILEEN MARIA GARAVENTE .......... ... .... ........... .. .. .. Bryn Mawr, PA 
B.S., Boston Un iversity 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - The Lankenau Hospital, 
Wynnewood, PA 
DAVID FouLKE GARDINER III ......... ............ ...... Downingtown, PA 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., The Pennsylvan ia State University 
Internal Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
RONALD MARK GAZZE .. .. ..... ..... .. .... ... ................ .. Greensburg, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Family Practice - Mayo Graduate School of 
Medicine, Scottsdale, AZ 
JoNATHAN Y GEFEN ..... .. .. ..... .. ............ .. .... .. .. .... . Philadelphia, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Surgery - Saint Luke's - Roosevelt Hospital Center, 
New York, NY 
DANA SERENE GER .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ......... .. ... .... ..... .. .. .. . Centreville, DE 
B.S., Duke University 
Emergency Medicine - Medical Center of Delaware, 
Newark, DE 
ROBERT CUMMINGS GILROY ....... .... ... ... .. ........ Mechanicsburg, PA 
B.S., University of Scranton 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - The Lankenau Hospital, 
Wynnewood,PA 
Radiology - Diagnostic - Mercy Hospital, Pittsburgh, PA 
KARTIK SuBRAMANYAM G1RI .. .. .. ...... ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . Cranbury, NJ 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - University of Michigan Hospital s, 
Ann Arbor, MI 
ALLESSANDRO ALFRED GIROLAMO, JR .............. .. .. .. .. . Norfolk, MA 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.A., Boston College 
Internal Medicine - The New York Hospital, 
New York, NY 
SAMEER GoPALANI ........... ........ .. .. ...... ... ............ ...... ... Oakdale, PA 
summa cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - University Health Center, 
Pittsburgh, PA 
OLIVER Z. GRAHAM .. ................... ......... .. ............ Mendocino, CA 
B.A., Pomona College 
Internal Medicine - Primary - University of California -
San Francisco/Mount Zion Medical Center, 
San Francisco, CA 
EMILYMARIE FORTINI GRANDEY .... .................. .. ...... Pittsburgh, PA 
B.A., Carlow College 
Medicine - Psychiatry - Saint Francis Medical Center, 
Pittsburgh, PA 
AMANDA LAUREN GRANT ................................. Longboat Key, FL 
B.A., Emory University 
Psychiatry - University of South Florida College of 
Medicine, Tampa, FL 
ToM GLENN GREIDANUS .................. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
B.A., The King's College 
B.S., University of Alberta 
Transitional - Tri pier Army Medical Center, 
Honolulu, HI 
REBECCA Jo GRINARML .... ........................ Plymouth Meeting, PA 
B.A., Washington and Jefferson College 
Pediatrics - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital/ 
Alfred I. duPont Institute Children's Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
ToDD MICHAEL GROOM .... ...... ...... .. ........................ Columbia, PA 
B.A., Temple University 
M.S., Temple University 
Ph.D., Temple University 
Internal Medicine - Jackson Memorial Hospital, Miami, FL 
AMY MAXINE GRoss .................... .................... ......... Teaneck, NJ 
B.A., The State University of New Jersey-Rutgers 
Pediatrics - Primary - Maimonides Medical Center, 
Brooklyn, NY 
R1cA VILLARICA GUEco ....................................... Wilmington, DE 
B.A., University of Delaware 
J.D., Louisiana State University Law School 
Transitional - Medical Center of Delaware, Newark, DE 
BURRITT LEINBACH HAAG Ill ............ .. ........ .. .. ......... Holyoke, MA 
B.S., Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Surgery - Saint Luke's - Roosevelt Hospital Center, 
New York, NY 
WILLIAM JoHN HAMMERASH, JR ....... ................. Belle Vernon, PA 
B.A., Washington and Jefferson College 
Family Practice - Latrobe Area Hospital, Latrobe, PA 
Joy LYNN HARMS .. .......... .. .................................... St. Louis, MO 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., Northeast Missouri State University 
Family Practice - Duluth Graduate Medical Education, 
Duluth, MN 
MARK JoHN HIPPENSTIEL .............. ..................... Atlantic City, NJ 
B.A., Boston University 
Family Practice - Uniyersity of California - Davis Medical 
Center, Sacramento, CA 
AOA - Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society 
REBECCA M. HOFFMAN .. ...... .. .. ... ....... ........ ........ Moorestown, NJ 
B.A., Earlham College 
M.A., University of Missouri-Columbia 
Family Practice - West Jersey Health System, 
Voorhees, NJ 
ANDREW STOWE HOLMES .... ..... .. ..... ...................... . Gladwyne, PA 
B.A., Duke University 
Orthopaedic Surgery - Duke University Medical Cente r, 
Durham, NC 
JENNIFER LYNN HoPP .... .. .. .... .............. .. .............. ......... .. . Paoli, PA 
B.A. , The Johns Hopkins University 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - University of Maryland 
Medical Center, Baltimore, MD 
JENNIFER L. HoPPER ...... .. ................ ............ .... .. .. .. . Pittsburg, CA 
B.S., University of California - Davis 
Family Practice - Medical Center of Delaware, 
Newark, DE 
R1cHARD BRUCE HORENSTEIN ......... .. ........................ Narberth, PA 
AOA 
B.A., Yale University 
J.D., Yale Law School 
Internal Medicine - University of Michigan Hospitals, 
Ann Arbor, Ml 
FRANCINE HUGHES .................. .. ........ ................ .. .... .. Wantage, NJ 
B.S., Muhlenberg College 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Saint Barnabas 
Medical Center, Livingston, NJ 
CHANTEL IMRAN .............. .. .. .. .................. ..... ...... Chadds Ford, PA 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Pennsylvania Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
GAURAV JAIN ... ........ ................... ... ....... ..... .......... ... Allentown, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - University of Massachusetts Medical 
Center, Worcester, MA 
LESLEY ANN JAMES ........ ....... ............................. Toronto, Canada 
AOA 
B.Sc., Queen's University 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
SARAH RAQUEL JAMES .. .. ............ .... ...... ...... .. .... ....... Anaheim, CA 
B.A. , Bryn Mawr College 
Family Practice - University of California - Davis 
Medical Center, Sacramento, CA 
JONATHAN BLAINE JoHN .............. .. ................. ..... ... Pensacola, FL 
AOA 
B.S., Davidson College 
Pediatrics - University of Florida Programs/Shands 
Hospital, Gainesville, FL 
HEATHER MARIE JOHNSON ......... .......... ........... Santa Barbara, CA 
B.A., University of California - Santa Cruz 
Family Practice - Abington Memorial Hospital, 
Abington, PA 
STEVEN ANDREW JOHNSON ...................... ........ Willow Grove, PA 
B.S. , Lafayette College 
Surgery - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
JAMES WILLIAM JosEPH ............ ...... .................. Williamsburg, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Family Practice - Dwight D. Eisenhower Army 
Medical Center, Fort Gordon, GA 
SVENA DELINA JULIEN .... .. .. .. ...... ........ .. ....... Lower Gwynedd, PA 
B.S., Saint Joseph's University 
Medicine - Pediatrics - Beth Israel Medical Center, 
Newark, NJ 
PRANAV NIL KAcHHI .. .......... .. .............. .................. . Glendale, CA 
B.S., University of California, Los Angeles 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - University of California -
San Francisco- Fresno, Fresno, CA 
Emergency Medicine - Los Angeles County and 
University of Southern California Medical Center, 
Los Angeles, CA 
AMY HIDEKO KA11 .............. ................ ................. Jenkintown, PA 
summa cum laude 
AOA 
A.B., Harvard University 
Surgery - University of Chicago Hospitals, Chicago, IL 
DoROTHY MARY KALYANAPU ...... .. ................ .. ....... Yorktown, VA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Psychiatry - Tripler Army Medical Center, Honolulu, HI 
KETAN VALLABH KANSAGRA .......... .. .. ....... Princeton Junction, NJ 
BS., The Pennsylvania State University 
Pediatrics - Geisinger Medical Center, Danville, PA 
NIDHI KAPooR .... .... .......... ................ .. .. ............... Cherry Hill, NJ 
A.B. , Princeton University 
Emergency Medicine - Allegheny University Hospital, 
East Falls, Philadelphia, PA 
JoHN S. KAUH ............................ .......... .... .. .. ... Lower Merion , PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - Baylor College of Medicine, 
Houston, TX 
MIRA KAUTZKY .. .. ............ .................... ........ ........ Baltimore, MD 
AOA 
B.S., Yale University 
Internal Medicine - Boston University Medical 
Residency Program, Boston, MA 
DIANE MARIE SHELLENBERGER KEPNER ............ ............ ... York, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Family Practice - York Hospital, York, PA 
KuRT WILLIAM KING ........................ ................ West Newton, PA 
magna cum laude 
B.A., Washington and Jefferson College 
Family Practice - Fairfax Family Practice Center, 
Fairfax, VA 
AOA - Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society 
GREGG RoGER KLEIN .... .... ............. ................. .. .... Livingston, NJ 
A.B., Cornell University 
Surgery - Preliminary - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
DONALD J. KLINGEN, JR . .. .... .... .... ............................. Ramsey, NJ 
B.A., University of Delaware 
Family Practice - Riverside Regional Medical Center, 
Newport News, VA ' 
L. JoHN KLUNK ......... .. ............. ........ .... .. ........ ... .... . Trumbull, CT 
cum laude 
A.B., Cornell University 
Medicine - Pediatrics - Baystate Medical Center, 
Springfield, MA 
KEVIN FRANCIS KRENITSKY ...... .. .. .. .......... ..... ... ........ Scranton, PA 
cum laude 
B.S., University of Scranton 
Family Practice - The Bryn Mawr Hospital, Bryn Mawr, PA 
KEITH ALAN KuENZLER .. ........ .. .......... ........ .. ........ Old Tappan, NJ 
AOA 
B.S., Duke University 
Surgery - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
NIDHI KUMAR .......... .. .. .. .. ........ ........ ............ ...... .. . McMurray, PA 
magna cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - University of Chicago Hospitals, 
Chicago, IL 
STEPHEN PACKARD LAIRD .. ...... .. ......................... Montchanin, DE 
B.A., University of Vermont 
Medicine - Psychiatry - Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical 
Center, Lebanon, NH 
ADAM JAY LANDSDORF ............ .. ............ .. .. .. .... ......... Atherton, CA 
B.S., University of California, Los Angeles 
Emergency Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
DAVID L. LAWRENCE ....... .......... ........ ........... .... ....... Lancaster, PA 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Internal Medicine - Jackson Memorial Hospital, Miami, FL 
M1cHELE YEETING LEE .......... .... ...... .. .. Palos Verdes Estates, CA 
B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Family Practice - University of New Mexico 
School of Medicine, Albuquerque, NM 
RoNALD ARTHUR LEHMAN, JR ........... .. ......... ........ Pine Grove, PA 
B.S., United States Military Academy 
Surgery - Walter Reed Army Medical Center, 
Washington, DC 
GLENN Liu ............................ .. .............. .... .. .. .. .. ... Greensburg, PA 
A.B., Dartmouth College 
M.A., Boston University 
Internal Medicine - University of Wisconsin Hospital and 
Clinics, Madison, WI 
VIVIAN SAINT MAv Lo .................................. East Brunswick, NJ 
B.A. , Wellesley College 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Saint Barnabas 
Medical Center, Livingston, NJ 
MICHAEL DAVID LONGO ..... ...... .. ........ ... ................. .... Seaford, DE 
B.S., Duquesne University 
Internal Medicine - Temple University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
MARK EDWIN LUND .. .... ....................... ................ Flemington, NJ 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., Virginia Military Institute 
Internal Medicine - Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 
TRACY ANN MAcEACHERN ........ ....... ....... ................ Scituate, MA 
B.A., Boston University 
Emergency Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
K1AME JACKSON MAHANIAH .. ....... .................. .......... St. Paul, MN 
B.A., Haverford College 
Family Practice - Saint Margaret Memorial Hospital, 
Pittsburgh, PA 
DusTY ISABEL MAHOSKY ...... .. ..... ........................... ........ Arnot, PA 
B.S., University of Scranton 
Family Practice - Abington Memorial Hospital, 
Abington, PA 
HILARY L. MALCARNEY .................... ....... ........... Haddonfield, NJ 
AOA 
A.B., Princeton University 
Orthopaedic Surgery - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
MARK MITCHELL MALICK! ......... .. .......... ...... .. .. Osceola Mills, PA 
B.S., Gannon University 
Family Practice - Latrobe Area Hospital, Latrobe, PA 
MARK WILLIAM MANcuso .... .... ......................... . Wyomissing, PA 
B.A., Brown University 
JOHN RICHARD MANTIONE, JR . ........................ ... Lindenhurst, NY 
B.A. , Franklin and Marshall College 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Pennsylvania Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
JEFFREY ALLEN MARTIN .............. .. ............ .. ...... West Covina, CA 
B.S., University of California - Riverside 
M.S., University of California - Riverside 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Kaiser Permanente 
Medical Group, Los Angeles, CA 
JEFFREY ScoTT MAvRo ...................... ...................... ...... Rydal, PA 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - Abington Memorial 
Hospital, Abington, PA 
CHARLES PATRICK McCLURE ..................... .. .. ....... Springfield, PA 
magna cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., Villanova University 
Family Practice - The Bryn Mawr Hospital, Bryn Mawr, PA 
AOA - Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society 
BARBARA MICHELE McCoRVEY ........................ Montgomery, AL 
B.A. , Yale University 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
CARL DOMINIC MELE .. .. ..................... ......... Fort Washington, PA 
B.S., Muhlenberg College 
Internal Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
DANIEL J. MERENSTEIN ....... .. .. .............. ........... ...... Pittsburgh, PA 
B.A., Brandeis University 
Family Practice - Fairfax Family Practice Center, 
Fairfax, VA 
PETER ASHLEY MILLWARD ......... .......... ............ ... Miffiintown, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - The Lankenau Hospital, 
Wynnewood, PA 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation - Medical College 
of Virginia, Richmond, VA 
PAMELA Lou1sE MORRISON .............. ........ .. .............. .. Durham, CA 
B.S.N., Emory University 
Family Practice - Naval Hospital, Jacksonville, FL 
ALYSSA LARIN MovER ................. .. .. ...... ........ ...... Great Falls, VA 
magna cum laude 
B.S., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Internal Medicine - Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, 
Hershey, PA 
GREGORY THEODORE MucHA .............. ............ West Hartford, CT 
B.A., Colgate University 
Internal Medicine - The Lankenau Hospital, 
Wynnewood, PA 
VEDA NARAYAN NARGUND ...... .. .. .. .. ........ .. .............. Meadville, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - University of Michigan Hospitals, 
Ann Arbor, MI 
ZoRAN SrnvAN NEDELJKov1c .. ........ .. ........... . Wi nter Springs, FL 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - Boston University Medical Residency 
Program, Boston, MA 
DAVID KRUG NELSON ..... .. .. .. .......... ... ..... ... ........ West Chester, PA 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., Gettysburg College 
Pediatrics - Childrens National Medical Center, 
Washington, DC 
KELLY KRISTINE NELSON ............ .. .. .. .. ............ .. ............... Cary, NC 
B.S., The State University of New Jersey-Rutgers 
Pediatrics - University of North Carolina Hospital, 
Chapel Hill, NC 
JASON GABRIEL NEWMAN .. .. .. .. ................ .......... .. .. New York, NY 
A.B., Cornell University 
Surgery - Preliminary - Pennsylvania Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
MArrHEW MAXIMILIAN O'BRIEN ... .. .. .. .. ........... .. Wilmington, DE 
B.S., Columbia University 
Family Practice - Medical Center of Delaware, 
Newark, DE 
CHRISTINE HAHN OH .. .......... ... .. ..... .. ...... ................. ... Yardley, PA 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Transitional - Crozer - Chester Medical Center, 
Upland, PA 
Radiology - Diagnostic - Hospital of the University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 
JOHN OH .................. .. ........ .... ..... ...................... Los Angeles, CA 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.A., University of California at Berkeley 
Surgery - Preliminary - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
KATHLEEN MARIE O' SHEA .. .............................. ........ Hatfield, PA 
AOA 
A.B., Lafayette College 
Pediatrics - Childrens National Medical Center, 
Washington, DC 
JILL MEREDITH PANITCH .. .. .. .. ....... ..... .. .. .. ...... .. .. Los Angeles, CA 
B.A., Pomona College 
Family Practice - Grossmont Hospital/Sharp Health Center, 
La Mesa, CA 
ANNA JANGYUN PARK ....................................... .. .. Milwaukee, WI 
cum laude 
AOA 
B.S., Yale University 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - Pennsylvania Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
Ophthalmology - Wills Eye Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
Rov J1N PARK .... ........ ................... ........ .. .. ..... ........ .. Oshkosh, WI 
AOA 
A.B. Dartmouth College 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
Ophthalmology - University of Washington Affiliated 
Hospitals, Seattle, WA 
BRENT ALAN PAsSARELLO ..................... ...... ........ Washington, PA 
cum laude 
B.A., Dickinson College 
Emergency Medicine - Medical Center of Delaware, 
Newark, DE 
DAVID S TUART PATCHEFSKY ................................ Philadelphia, PA 
B.A. , Columbia University 
Emergency Medicine - Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
BHAVINI VINOD PATEL .................................. Fort Lauderdale, FL 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Internal Medicine - McGaw Medical Center -
Northwestern University, Chicago, IL 
AOA - Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society 
SAYJAL J1TENDRA PATEL ...... ...... ....... ...................... Hockessin, DE 
B.A., University of Delaware 
Transitional - San Diego Naval Medical Center, 
San Diego, CA 
ANDREW CHARLES PATRINELLIS .................... ........ San Rafael, CA 
B.S. Stanford University 
Internal Medicine - Kaiser Permanente Medical Group, 
Oakland, CA 
MICHELLE TEREZ PELLE .......... ...... .. ....... ....... ... .... .. .. .. . Beaver, PA 
B.A., Franklin and Marshall College 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - University Health Center, 
Pittsburgh, PA 
Dermatology - Geisinger Medical Center, Danville, PA 
MICHAEL JoHN PELLIN! ..... ... ..... .. ...... ........ ... .. ... West Chester, PA 
AOA 
B.A. , Boston University 
M.B.A., Drexel University 
Family Practice - The Bryn Mawr Hospital, Bryn Mawr, PA 
ALBERT PENG ...... ... .................. .................. ...... ... Timonium, MD 
magna cum laude 
AOA 
A.B., Cornell Universi ty 
Internal Medicine - Preliminary - University of California -
San Diego Medical Center, San Diego, CA 
Dermatology - University Hospitals of Cleveland, 
Cleveland, OH 
MARK ANTHONY PEREA ...... ................ ................... ..... Pueblo, CO 
B.A., The Colorado College 
Family Practice - University of Colorado School of Medi-
cine, 
Denver, CO 
ROBERT JAMES PETERSON ... ...... ..................... ....... . Tinley Park, IL 
B.S., University of Illinois 
Family Practice - University of Illinois, Ravenswood 
Family Practice, Chicago, IL 
WILLIAM JAMES PEITIT .. ........... .. ...... ......... .. .. .. ........ . McLean, VA 
B.A., Amherst College 
Family Practice - Fairfax Family Practice Center, 
Fairfax, VA 
MICHAEL EDWARD POLLACK ............. .. .. ....... ..... Staten Island, NY 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Orthopaedic Surgery - Saint Luke's - Roosevelt 
Hospital Center, New York, NY 
BERNADEITE CAROL PROFETA .. ........ ....... ... ... ........ Clementon, NJ 
AOA 
B.S., Saint Joseph's University 
Surgery - Thomas Jefferson University Hopital, 
Philadelphia, PA 
MAUNAK VuAv RANA ........ .. ...... ...... .. ............ ........... Lombard, IL 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Surgery - Preliminary - Cleveland Clinic Foundation, 
Cleveland, OH 
CHRISTIE Jo RAv ................................... .. .. ...... .. Belle Vernon, PA 
B.S., Saint Vincent College 
Family Practice - Hamot Medical Center, Erie, PA 
ALLAN ROBERT REIER ... ..... ... ... ... .. .... .... ... ... .......... Columbus, OH 
B.S., University of Miami 
M.B.A., University of Miami 
D.D.S., Columbia University 
Surgery - Preliminary - Riverside Methodist Hospital , 
Columbus, OH 
ANNE VERONICA RosATO ... ........ ......... .. .... .... ........ Havertown, PA 
B.A. , Villanova University 
Pediatrics - Thomas Jefferson University Hospital/ 
Alfred I. duPont Institute Children' s Hospital , 
Philadelphia, PA 
JENNIFER ERICA RosEN .... ...... .. ...... ...... ... .... .. .... ...... .... Weston, CT 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Surgery - Long Island Jewish Medical Center, 
New Hyde Park, NY 
BRETT MICHAEL RosENBERG ... ... ... ... ...... .. .... ..... . Los Angeles, CA 
cum laude 
B.A. , University of Pennsylvania 
Orthopaedic Surgery - New York University Medical Center, 
New York, NY 
SEAN VINCENT RYAN .... .... ..... .. ......... .... ....... .... .. Philadelphia, PA 
B.A., University of Pennsylvania 
Surgery - Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, PA 
JoHN EARL SATHER ...... ... ... ... .... ....... ........ .. .... ... ...... Trumbull, CT 
B.A., Yale University 
Emergency Medicine - Yale - New Haven Hospital, 
New Haven, CT 
JASWIN SINGH SAWHNEY .. ... ..... ...... .... .............. ..... Baltimore, MD 
B.S. , The Pennsylvania State University 
DAVID MARC ScHAFFZIN ........ ........ .. ......... .... .... . Philadelphia, PA 
B.A. , Vasser College 
Surgery - Albert Einstein Medical Center, 
Philadelphia, PA 
JoNATHAN SAMSON SCHIFFMAN ...... ..... .... .. .... .. ....... . Fair Lawn, NJ 
B.A. , Columbia University 
Pediatrics - University of Medicine and Dentistry 
of New Jersey - New Jersey Medical Center, Newark, NJ 
KRISTIN N1coLE SCHOFIELD .... ...... .... .... .. .. ...... ... ... Cherry Hill, NJ 
B.A., The State University of New Jersey-Rutgers 
Family Practice - University of North Carolina Hospital, 
Chapel Hill, NC 
JoEL KEVIN SCHWARTZ .. ..... ....... .. .. ... ...... . Huntingdon Valley, PA 
A.B., Cornell University 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - The Mount Sinai Hospital, 
New York, NY 
JEFFREY LOREN SEGAL .. ... .. .. .... .. .. ... .. ......... ... .... .. . Cherry Hill, NJ 
B.S., University of Pennsylvania 
Obstetrics and Gynecology - Saint Barnabas Medical 
Center, Livingston, NJ 
NEENAD MAHENDRA SHAH ........ ............. ......... .. Susquehanna, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - Medical Center of Delaware, 
Newark, DE 
SACHIN H. SHAH ....... ... .. ..... .. ... ..... .. .... ............. ... Wyomissing, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Surgery - Wayne State University/Detroit Medical Center, 
Detroit, MI 
SHIMUL AsHVIN SHAH ...... ........ ...... .. ........ ...... ... .. Cherry Hill, NJ 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Surgery - University of Massachusetts Medical Center, 
Worcester, MA 
AMIT J. SHANKER ....... ...... .... ... .... .. ..... ... .. ... ...... Center Valley, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - Brown University Internal Medicine 
Residency, Providence, RI 
DENNIS AuGUSTIN SHANNON ill ...... .... ...... ....... .. ... ... Brockway, PA 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University 
Internal Medicine - Milton S. Hershey Medical Center, 
Hershey, PA 
MICHAEL WARREN SIEGELL ......... .... ......... ......... Wilmington, DE 
B.A. , Oberlin College 
Psychiatry - University of Maryland Medical Center, 
Baltimore, MD 
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JULIE LYNNE GREENWOOD ......... .... ... ...... .... .... .......... ........................ ...... .... ... .. .... ...... ....... .. ... ........ .... .... ............ .......... .. ...... ..... .. .......... Lindenwold, NJ 
JENNIFER LYNN HALL .... ... ......... ... ......... ..... .......... .. .. ..... ... ....... ..... .... .......... .. .. ... .... ... .. .. ................. ....... .. .... ...... .... ..... .... ........ ..... .. ........ ... .. Shamong, NJ 
TARA J. HAYWARD ...... ... ......... ... ....... .. .. ........ ........ .... .... ............ ... ... .. .... ...... ....... .... ... ..... .... .. .... .. .... .... ........ ... .... ....... ... .... .......... ........... Los Angeles, CA 
KENNETH M. KNECHT .... ... ... ..... .... ..... .. .... ... .. ... .... .... ........ ... ..... .... ... .............. .... .... .... ......... ..... .... .. .... .. ......... ........ ... .... ... .... ....... .......... Philadelphia, PA 
KARI LYNN KRUPNICK ........ ...... .......... ...... ... ..... ..... ....... ...... .. .... .... ... .............. ........ ....... .... .......... ... ........ .. ...... ....................... .... .. ...... .... . Elkins Park, PA 
ScoTT FRANCIS KusHNER ..... ..... .... .... ..... .. .. ... ....................... .... ........ ..... .... .... ....... ....... .. .... ........ .. ...... ........ ........... ....... ..... .. ... .... ... ....... P hiladelphia, PA 
ELLEN MARIE LEE ... ... ....... .... ...... ...... ...... .... ... .. ........... .. ... ....... ..... .... ..... .... ... .. ............. ...... ..... .... ..... .. .... .... ... .. ....... ...... .............. ..... ... ... Maple Glen, PA 
LORI ANN LEVENGOOD .. .......... .... .. ...... .. ...... ..... ..... .. .. ..... .... .. .... ...... ... .. .. .... ................. .... ..... .... .. ...... .... ......... .. ...... ...... ... .. ... ... ..... ....... Douglassville, PA 
STACEY MICHELLE LEVENTHAL .. .... ........ ... .... ..... ........ ... .. ........... ... ..... ...... ... ... ..... .... .... .... .... ... ......... .... ... ..... ... ... .... ....... .... ... ....... ... ....... Philadelphia, PA 
JosHUA JACOB LEVINSON .... ............. .. ..... ... .... ... .. ....... ... .. ... ........ .... .... .... ...... .... ........... ..... .. ...... .... ... .... .. .... ..... ... .... .... .. ..... ....... ... .... ...... Phi ladelphia, PA 
SusAN LEE LowENSTEIN ..... ............ ....... .. .... .. ........ .... .... ........ ........ .... ... .. .............. .. .... .... ... ... ... ........... ... ........ .... ....... ......... ....... ..... .... . Cinnaminson, NJ 
MICHELLE CLAUDIA MALEK ..... .......... .... .... ........ .... ... .. ... .... .... .... ... ................. ......... ...... .. ...... ........ .... .. .... ........... ... .... ... .... ....... ... ......... Fairless Hill s, PA 
LORI A. MATONTI .. ..... ... ...... .......... ....... ..... ... .... .... ............ .. .... ............... .. .. .... ... ........ ........... ..... ..... ........ .... ....... ....... ....... ....... ... .......... .. Cherry Hill , NJ 
ANNE MARIE E. McCwsKEY .. .. ...... ............. ........ ............. ... ....... ..... ...... ... .... .... .... .... ... .. ........ .... ... ..... ... .... ... .... .... .... ...... .... .. ..... .... ......... .. Narberth, PA 
EDWARD JosEPH McGINNIS ......... ........... ... ... ........ ...... ... ..... ... ... ....... ... .... .... ....... ...... ............... ...... ............ .. .............. .. .. ....... .... ............ Philadel phia, PA 
JEFFREY MAsoN McW1LLIAMS .... .. ..... .... .... ...... .. .... ... ........ .... .... ..... .... ........... .... ..... ......... ........... ..... .... ... ... ............ ...... ..... .... ... ...... ........ .. Berryville, VA 
JAN M. NELSON .. .. .... ........ .... ... .. ... ..... .... ........ .... ... .... .... ..... ... .. .. ......... ................. ... ..... ... ......... ........ .... ... ... ........ ... ..... ........... ........... Medford Lakes, NJ 
ELENA NIRENBERG ........ ..... ...... .... ... ........ ...... .. ........ ... ....... .............. .. .... ..... ...... .... ........ ...... ............. .. .. ............ ..... .. ...... ............ .... ..... ... P hiladelphia, PA 
ALLISON YosHIKO NoGAMI .... ...... .... .... ........ ... ... ......... .... ... .. .. ... ... ..... ... .......... .. .... ......... .... ... ........... ..... .................. ........ ... ... .... ... ...... .... Harleysville, PA 
JULIE ANNE O'DONNELL .. ........ ...... ......... ..... ......... ......... ...... .. .... .... .... .. ........... .... .... ... .... .......... .... .. ...... ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ....... ............. .... ... .. .... Allentown, PA 
ERIC JoN POLLOCK .................. ........ .... .. ...... ... ... ... ..... ..... .... .... .... ...... ....... .... ... .. ...... ........... ... ....... .... ............. .... .... ...... ....... ... ....... .. ..... . Philadelphia, PA 
RANDI BETH RosENFELD .... ..... ........ ... .. ... .... .... ................ ... ..... .. ..... .. ... .... .... ........ ..... ..... ......... ..... .. .. ........... .............. ....... ....... ... ... Fort Washington, PA 
DEBORAH MARY ScHRODI ...... ...... .... ........... .. .. ... .... ..... .... ... .. ... ................ .... .... ..... ... ..... ... ......... ....... ... ...... ..... ... ...... .... ...... ... .......... ....... .... ....... Leola, PA 
TINA MICHELLE SHOWERS ..... .... ... ...... ..... ... ...... .. ..... .......... ......... ..... ... ..... ........ ....... ....... ... .......... .. ....... ..... ... ... ......... ....... .......... ... ... ...... ... .. .. .. Aspers, PA 
JARED THOMAS STEHR ......... .... ..... ..... ... .... ... .... .... ....... ......... .......... .... ....................... .... .... .... .... ... ..... .... ... ... ........... ...... .. .. ....... .. ... ... .... .. Beavertown, PA 
AMY BETH STEPHENS ..... ..... .... ......... ... .... ................ .... .... .... .... .... .... .. ..... ...... .... ........ .. .............. .......... .. ... ...... ...... ..... ...... .... ...... ... Newtown Square, PA 
CYNTHIA J. THORNTON .... ..... .... .. ......... .. ... ....... .... ....... ..... .... .... ...... ......... ... ... .......... ........ ....... ...... .. ..... ......... .. ... ... ..... ...... ... .... ....... .. Fort Monmouth, NJ 
JoHN PATRICK TRACEY, JR ... ........ ... ........... ....... ... .. ....... .. ... .. ..... ..... .. ... .. ............ ........ ... ...... .. .............. ...... ........ .... .... ... ..... ............ .......... Jenkintown, PA 
MARK L. YoUNG .. ..... .. ...... ...... .... ...... .. ...... ... ...... .... ...... ... ... ..... .. ... .... .... .... ... .. ... ... ... .... ..... ... .......... .. ... ....... .... ... .. .. .... ... ... ... ..... ... ...... .. ..... Sicklerville, NJ 
Candidates for the combined B.S./M.S. Program in Physical Therapy have successfully completed all formal course work. They are also 
required to take two 8-week clinical interships, which -~ill not be completed until August 29, 1997. Upon completion of the internship 
requirements, these students will receive their diplomas for the Bachelor of Science and Master of Science degrees. 
It is the policy of the College of Graduate Studies not to award honors to graduates with the doctor of philosophy or master of science 
degree. 
As final action cannot be taken before the program goes to press, Thomas Jefferson University reserves the right to add or withdraw 
names from the list of candidates for degrees. 
~AWARDS and PRIZES~ 
Awarded at Class Day Exercises on Wednesday, May 28, 1997 
.~ FACULTY AWARDS t==:===Y 
Dean's Award for Distinguished Teaching in a Basic Science. 
GEORGE C. BRAINARD, PhD, Professor of Neurology and Associate Professor of Pharmacology 
Dean's Award/or Distinguished Teaching in a Clinical Science. 
KEVIN R. MUZZIO, MD, Instructor in Medicine 
Blockley-Osler!Dean's Teaching Award fo r Excellence in Teaching of Clinical Medicine. To a Faculty Member of a 
Jefferson-Affiliated Hospital. 
ROBERT P. GOOD, MD, Clinical Assistant Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery 
The Leon A . Peris M emorial Award. To a member of the volunteer faculty for excellence in clinical teaching and 
superior patient care. 
HARVEY S. BRODOVSKY, MD, Clinical Professor of Medicine 
.~AWARDS TO GRADUATING STUDENTS t==:===Y 
The Lange Medical Publications Prize, presented to an outstanding senior student. 
RICHARD BRUCE HORENSTEIN 
The W B. Saunders Company Prize, awarded to an outstanding student in the senior year. 
AMY HIDEKO KAJI 
The Bernard S. And Elaine Rossman Memorial Prize, sponsored by Mrs. Rossman in memory of her husband, Dr. 
Bernard S. Rossman, a graduate of the Class of 1943, to one female and one male student who embody the caring, compas-
sionate qualities that distinguish the finest primary care clinician. 
AMY JOAN ELLIOTT and ALLESSANDRO ALFRED GIROLAMO, JR. 
The E. Harold Hinman A;Jemorial Prize, for extraordinary interest and accomplishment in Family Medicine, sponsored 
by family and friends in memory ofE. Harold Hinman, PhD, MD, MPH, Professor Emeritus of Preventive Medicine. 
ELIZABETH ANNE DURKIN (honorable mention: AMY JOAN ELLIOTT) 
The Clinical Surgery Prize, for general excellence in clinical surgery, in memory of Francis Torrens Stewart, MD, 
Professor of Clinical Surgery, 1910-1920. 
BERNADETTE CAROL PROFETA (honorable mention: KEITH ALAN KUENZLER) 
The Orthopaedic Surgery Prize, for general excellence in clinical surgery, sponsored by the Department of Orthopaedic 
Surgery. 
PATRICK NEIL SMITH (honorable mention: MICHAEL EDWARD POLLACK) 
The Edward J. Moore Memorial Prize in Pediatrics, to the student demonstrating the greatest aptitude in Pediatrics, in 
memory of Edward J. Moore, MD. 
JENNIFER D. THULL (honorable mention: KELLY KRISTINE NELSON) 
The Henry Keller Mohler M emorial Prize in Therapeutics, sponsored by Mr. Jesse Hubschman in memory of his wife, 
Natalie, to honor Henry Keller Mohler, MD. 
DAVID FOULKE GARDINER III (honorable mention: RENA R. AMRO) 
The S. MacCuen Smith Memorial Prize in Otology, to the member of the senior class judged most worthy of recognition 
for ability in the field of Otology. Sponsored by Mrs. Stuart Lodge Bullivant in memory of her father. 
OREN FRIEDMAN (honorable mention: ANTHONY J. CORNETTA) 
The Caroll R. Mullen Memorial Prize , in Ophthalmology, to the senior who has received the highest grade in 
ophthalmology. 
ANNA JANGYUN PARK 
The Obstetrics and Gynecology Prize, to a senior for general excellence in obstetrics and gynecology during the entire 
curriculum, sponsored by Mrs. Sarah George Miller in memory of John B. Montgomery, MD, Professor Emeritus of 
Obstetrics. 
LESLEY ANN JAMES (honorable mention : EILEEN MARIA GARAVENTE) 
Robert J. Mandie Memorial Graduation Award, given to the graduating student who has shown the greatest proficiency 
in research in the field of Microbiology or related medical science as judged by the faculty of the Department of 
Microbiology. 
RICHARD A. BRIGAND! 
The Baldwin L. Keyes Prize in Psychiatry, given annually by Mr. Joseph H. Levit in memory of his wife, Mae K. Levit, 
in honor of Baldwin L. Keyes, MD, ScD, Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry. 
HO-CHANG LEE (honorable mention: KEVIN ELLIOT BAILL and DOROTHY MARY KALYANAPU) 
The Louis B. Swisher, Jr. , Memorial Prize in Anesthesiology, to a fourth-year student who has shown general excellence 
in the field of anesthesiology. 
ALLAN ROBERT REIER 
The Harold L. Stewart, MD + 26 Prize in Pathology, awarded to a fourth-year student chosen on the basis of academic 
excellence, preferably the best student in Pathology who has completed a research project. 
ALYSSA LARIN MOYER 
The Philip J. Hodes Prize in Radiology, to the fourth-year medical student displaying outstanding aptitude and interest in 
Radiology. 
JAMIE LOUIS CHECKOFF (honorable mention: JAMIE SCOTT STALLMAN) 
The Leopold Z. Goldstein, MD, Jv/emorial Prize in Obstetrics and Gynecology, sponsored by Mrs. Leopold Z. Goldstein 
and daughters in memory of Leopold Z. Goldstein, MD, for the highest average in obstetrics and gynecology. 
SAMEER GOPALANI (honorable mention : BABAK VAKIL!) 
The Arthur Krieger Memorial Prize in Family Medicine, sponsored by family and friends in memory of Arthur Krieger, 
MD, for excellence in family medicine. 
JOSEPH BENEDICT STRATON (honorable mention: CHARLES PATRICK McCLURE) 
The Arthur Krieger Memorial Prize in Neurology, sponsored by family and friends in memory of Arthur Krieger, MD, 
for excellence in neurology. 
JONATHAN SAMSON SCHIFFMAN 
The Dean Marie Baines Memorial Prize in Pediatrics, sponsored by family and friends in memory of Dean Marie 
Baines, MD, a graduate of the Class of 1973, fo r excellence in pediatrics. 
ANGELA MICHELLE ALLEVI (honorable mention: KATHLEEN MARIE O'SHEA) 
The Hubert Spencer Sear Memorial Prize in Radiology, sponsored by family and friends in memory of Hubert Spencer 
Sear, MD, Class of 1950, to an outstanding fourth-year student in radiology. 
CHRISTINE HAHN OH (honorable mention: BRENT ALAN PASSARELLO) 
The Alexander and Lottie Katzman Award in Gastroenterology, sponsored by Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Medoff in memory of 
Mrs. Medotfs parents. Awarded to the student who has shown the greatest proficiency in gastroenterology as j udged by the 
faculty of this division. 
ALLESSANDRO ALFRED GIROLAMO, JR (honorable mention: MICHAEL DAVID LONGO) 
The Paul D. Zimskind Memorial Prize in Urology, sponsored by the National Urologic Forum, in memory of Paul D. 
Zimskind, MD, PhD, the Nathan Lewis Hatfield Professor of Urology, for academic excellence in the urologic field. 
GANESH VENKATARAMAN RAJ (honorable mention : JOHN OH) 
The Philip and Bella Medoff Memorial Prize, sponsored by their son, Joseph Medoff, MD, his wife, and children. The 
prize is given to a senior medical student who is a member of the Hobart Amory Hare Honor Medical Society and who is 
recommended by the Magee Professor of Medicine and the faculty advisor of the Society, for excellence in internal medicine 
and outstanding contributions to the Society. 
STEVEN ERIC SILVER (honorable mention: DAVID FOULKE GARDINER III) 
The Annie Simpson General Medicine Prize , awarded to the medical student who received the best general average in 
general medicine. 
JENNIFER TURSI (honorable mention: STEVEN ERIC SILVER) 
The Annie Simpson Pulmonary Medicine Prize, awarded to the student who received the best general average in the 
area of pulmonary medicine. 
MARK EDWIN LUND (honorable mention: NIDHI KUMAR) 
The William C. Davis Prize, awarded to a senior who will pursue a career in emergency medicine. Sponsored by Mrs. 
Charlotte Davis in memory of her son, William C. Davis, MD, an alumnus of Jefferson Medical College. 
TERESA ANN SULLIVAN (honorable mention: BRENT ALAN PASSARELLO) 
The Arnold R. Weitz Memorial Prize in Hematology, awarded to a senior medical student for outstanding aptitude and 
interest in hematology. Sponsored by family and friends in memory of Arnold R. Weitz, MD. 
BERNADETTE CAROL PROFETA (honorable mention: JENNIFER TURSI) 
The Society for Academic Emergency Medicine Award, to a senior medical student who has demonstrated excellence in 
the specialty of emergency medicine. 
TRACY ANN MacEACHERN 
The Alfred I. duPont Institute Prize, awarded to the student whose performance best demonstrates the qualities of 
academic and clinical excellence, human compassion, and a commitment to the welfare of others as was exemplified by the 
life and trust of Alfred I. duPont. 
RICHARD A. BRIGAND! (honorable mention : DONNA WAI WAH TANG) 
The William Potter Memorial Prize in Clinical Medicine, given from a bequest of Mrs. Adaline Potter Wear for highest 
attainment. 
AMY HIDEKO KAH 
The Hyman Menduke Research Prize, sponsored by Dr. Michael LeWitt of the Class of 1974 and awarded to the 
graduating senior who, as determined by the Committee on Research of the faculty, has demonstrated excellence in research 
while a student at Jefferson Medical College. 
GANESH VENKATARAMAN RAJ 
The William F Kellow Prize, awarded to the student who most closely exemplifies the attributes of the ideal physician. 
Sponsored by family and friends in memory of William F. Kellow, MD, Dean and Vice President of Jefferson Medical 
College from 1967 to 1981. 
CHARLES PATRICK McCLURE (honorable mention: SCOTT WILLIAM COWAN) 
The Dean's Student Service Award, awarded to the fourth-year student who has given generously of time and talents for 
the service of classmates and Jefferson Medical College. Selected by the Dean. 
REBECCA M. HOFFMAN 
The Alumni Prize, awarded by the Alumni Association of Jefferson Medical College for the highest cumulative record. 
AMY HIDEKO KAH 
The J Woodrow Savacoo/ Prize in Medical Ethics, awarded to the senior medical student who embodies the ideal of the 
physician+s caring commitment to moral and ethical values in medicine. Sponsored by a committee offriends and col-
leagues of J. Woodrow Savacool, MD, an alumnus and Honorary Clinical Associate Professor of Medicine, Jefferson 
Medical College. 
JONATHAN BLAINE JOHN (honorable mention: CHARLES PATRICK McCLURE) 
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE- FLOYD E. BLOOM 
Dr. Floyd E. Bloom was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 1936. He attended Southern Methodist University 
in Dallas, Texas, where he received an AB degree cum laude and then an MD degree from Washington University in 
St. Louis, Missouri. During his student years, he had an interest is pharmacology and, after completing an internship 
at Barnes Hospital, he sought further training in this field at the National Institute of Mental Health 's Clinical 
Neuropharmacological Research Center. Here, in association with a number of other talented investigators, Dr. Bloom 
initiated his correlated pharmaco-physiological studies of fundamental mechanisms of the nervous system. 
An innovative neuroscientist with a broad-based concept of structure and function of the nervous system, Dr. 
Bloom became one of the major architects of modem neuroscience. He was the first to appreciate the necessity for in-
depth study of comprehensive neurotransmitter systems at the anatomical, physiological, and pharmacological levels. 
His early correlative studies of the noradrenergic innervation of the cerebellum and cerebral cortex stand as classic 
examples of the value of such an approach. Dr. Bloom was also one of the first neurobiologists to utilize modem 
molecular biological techniques in a search for molecules of importance in brain function and the characterization of 
brain specific genes . Recognizing the value of computers in neuroscience, he pioneered their application to neuro-
anatomic investigators and the development of a neuro-anatomic data base. His work has found considerable applicability 
to many enigmatic disorders of the nervous system, such as the addictive states, dementias, and the major psychoses. 
Dr. Bloom is presently Chairman of the Department ofNeuropharmacology at The Scripps Research Institute. 
He previously was Director of Behavioral Neurobiology at The Salk Institute and Chief of the Laboratory of 
Neuropharmacology ofNIMH. A member of the National Academy of Sciences and the Institute of Medicine, he has 
received numerous awards, including the Pasarow Award in Neuropsychiatry and the Hermann van Helmholtz Award, 
as well as a number of honorary degrees from major universities. In May 1995 he became the Editor-in-Chief of 
Science Magazine. 
Dr. Bloom has always maintained the highest standard of excellence in scientific research and has trained 
many neuroscientists who have gone on to develop their own laboratories that reflect the interdisciplinary approach to 
brain research as formulated and developed by him. 
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS- J. WALLACE DAVIS 
Since graduating from Jefferson in 1942, Dr. J. Wallace Davis has been one of the most generous and vital 
members of two mainstays of Jefferson's success: our alumni and our volunteer faculty. In him we can see the 
qualities that have made these two groups the envy of other medical schools. He has consistently taken an active 
role in helping to ensure our future while preserving the finest traditions of our past. 
· Dr. Davis came to Jefferson in 1940 after receiving a bachelor's degree and a two-year medicine certificate 
from Dartmouth College. As a student, he was recognized with the first of many awards and prizes he would 
receive from Jefferson: an orthopaedic surgery prize and two obstetrics and gynecology prizes. Following his 
graduation, he completed an internship and then entered the US Army Air Corps . There he served as a flight 
surgeon with the 81 st Bomber Squadron from. 1943 to 1946, serving in China, Burma, and India. He attained the 
rank of major and was awarded the Air Medal in 1945 . He returned to Jefferson from the war and completed his 
residencies in general and plastic surgery in 195 l . 
Dr. Davis started serving on the faculty in 1947 and currently holds the rank of Honorary Clinical Associ-
ate Professor of Surgery. He has earned a reputation among his colleagues as a distinguished surgeon and inspira-
tional teacher, imparting a sense of compassionate caring and clinical expertise to generations of Jefferson students 
and house staff. He served on departmental and College committees, including serving as Chairman of the Profes-
sorial Faculty Advisory Committee. 
Dr. Davis' leadership in the Alumni Association is legendary. He served first as a member of the Executive 
Committee, later as Secretary of the Alumni Association, and then as Co-Chairman of the alumni phase of 
Jefferson's Building Fund. In 1964 he assumed the Chairmanship of the Annual Giving campaign, a position he 
maintained until 1985. His ability to lead and inspire active alumni participation resulted in a series of successful 
campaigns, which raised over $11 million and demonstrated the alumni's continuing faith in Jefferson 's future. For 
this service he was recognized with the Cornerstone award of the President 's Club in 1979. 
In this devoted service to the Alumni Association, Dr. Davis was helping to sustain the work of generations 
of alumni, including his father, John Wallace Davis, Jefferson Class of 1910 and clinical professor of plastic and 
reconstructive surgery. The elder Dr. Davis also was active in the Jefferson Alumni Association and served as its 
president in 1942. He was also the founder of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons and editor of its journal. 
Many people and organizations have recognized Dr. Davis' years of service. In 1993 he received the 
Distinguished Honoree Award at the National Philanthropy Day luncheon of the Alumni Association. He also 
received the Jefferson Medical College Dean's Medal in 1986. In 1983 he received both the Winged Ox pin fo r 
exemplary service to Jefferson Medical College and was the recipient of the Department of Surgery 's Samuel D. 
Gross Distinguished Service Award for outstanding teaching of students and residents. He was appointed to the 
board of directors of the American Board of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons, a national honor for his activities 
in the area of plastic surgery. 
Dr. Davis has been a vital force in Jefferson 's recent history. Throughout his professional career as a 
teacher, an unexcelled plastic surgeon, and a devoted alumnus, he has imparted a love of learning and an enthusi-
asm for sharing that have made Jefferson a unique and treasured institution. 
THE UNIVERSITY MACE 
The Thomas Jefferson University mace, carried for the first time in the 1986 
commencement ceremonies by the grand marshal, was designed and cast by Howard 
Serlick, member of the Guild of Mastercraftsmen, Winterthur Scholar, and Chief 
Conservator (Gilding) of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. It was crafted by 
silversmith Eugene Zweigle and woodtumer Michael Copeland. 
The four-foot-long, fourteen-pound mace is made of ebony highlighted with 
lapis lazuli to reflect Jefferson 's colors (black and blue) . It features a miniature of 
Henry Mitchell's sculpture, The Winged Ox, symbol of Saint Luke the Physician, 
the original of which stands beside the Scott Building on Walnut Street. The miniature 
was cast in silver by Mister Zweigle, who also fabricated the University seal, the 
profile of Thomas Jefferson, mounted at the base of the staff. The J.E. Caldwell 
Company coordinated the project. 
Mister Mitchell 's original statue of The Winged Ox, adopted by the University 
in 1976 as its symbol of clinical excellence, is mounted on a column containing the 
names of fifty medical scientists who have most advanced the art of healing. It also 
reflects the historical evolution of Thomas Jefferson University from its beginnings 
as Jefferson Medical College in 1824 to its current status as an academic health 
center comprising the Medical College, the College of Health Professions, the College 
of Graduate Studies, and the Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, a part of the 
Jefferson Health System. 
The mace, a grand emblem of the University 's heritage, is carried at the 
head of all formal academic processions. 
THE ACADEMIC COSTUME 
The wearing of academic dress dates back to the early days of the oldes t un ivers ities in the world . In the American Council on Education 's 
book entitled American Universities and Colleges, it is sugges ted that "gowns may have been counted necessary for warmth in the unheated build-
ings frequented by medieval scholars. Hoods seem to have served to cover the tonsured head . .. " 
Throughout the years European unive rsities have continued to show great diversity in their academic dress. American universities on the 
other hand, when they decided to adopt academic dress in 1895, immediately establi shed a code of regulations which today is foll owed by almost 
all American institutions. The establi shment of thi s code has made it possible to di stingui sh the assoc iates, bachelors, masters, and doctors and at 
the same time recogni ze the university which has given them the degree. Revisions to the code have occurred from time to time. 
The associate's of arts and bachelor's gowns have pointed sleeves and are worn closed. The master's gown has oblong sleeves, open at the 
wrist. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cutaway, and is worn open or closed. The Doctor's gown has 
bell -shaped sleeves. It is worn open or c losed. Cotton poplin or simil ar material is used for the associate 's , bachelor's. and master's degrees, and 
rayon- or silk-ribbed material is used for the doctor 's degree. The majority of gowns are black, but a number of institutions have adopted other 
colors to identify special programs or groups within the inst itution. 
The hoods vary in length: 48 inches for the doctor 's degree , 42 inches for the master's, and 36 inches for the bachelor 's and associate 's. All 
hoods are lined in silk in the academic color or colors of the institution conferring the degree. If the institution has more than one color, the colors 
are shown in divisions using chevrons. The binding or edge of the doctor's, master's, and bachelor's hoods are usually made of vel vet in the co lor 
designating the subject in which the degree was granted. The associate of arts hood has no ve lvet border. The outside is black. 
Black mortarboards are most commonly worn ; six-sided tams of various colors may be used. 
Some of the colors in the bindings of the hoods are: 
white ... . ....... . 
tan ... . . . .. .. ... . 
lilac ..... .. . . .. . . 
light blue .... . 
purple . . ... .. .. . . 





green .... . .. . .. . . 
apricot ... . .. .. . . . 
dark blue . 
salmon pink .... . . . 
go lden ye llow 






black and blue . . . . . Thomas Jefferson Uni versity sil ver gray and scarlet . . . The Medical College of 
Pennsylvania red and blue . . . . . . . Universi ty of Pennsy lvania 
blue and gold. . . . . . Hahnemann University white and cherry .. Temple University 
THE JEFFERSON PROCESSIONAL 
The Jefferson Process ional was commiss ioned by the Alumni Association of Jefferson Medical College and played fo r the first time on 
November 15 , 1974, at the Sesquicentenn ial Ce lebration of Jefferson Medical Co llege of Thomas Jefferson University. Thi s piece was presented 
to Thomas Jefferson University by the President of the Alumni Associ ation of Jefferson Medical College, Doctor John J. Gartland . It was com-
posed by Burle Marx . 
THE PRESIDENTIAL BADGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
The Pres ident 's Badge was created for the Inauguration of Lewis W. Bluemle. Jr. , M.D., the third Pres ident of Thomas Jefferson University, 
on September 7. 1977. It consists of four offi c ial corporate seals of Thomas Jefferson University and the predecessor corporation. The Jeffe rson 
Medical College of Phil ade lphia. These seals were used to mark diplomas, certificates, and other offi cial documents and have been gold-plated to 
form the Pres idential Badge. 
The medallion on the President's right is the corporate seal of Thomas Jefferson University today and was created in 1969 when Jefferson 
Medical College became Thomas Jefferson Univers ity. It carries a contemporary likeness of Thomas Jefferson. 
The other three medallions are the various seal s that were used in Jefferson Medi cal College for many years. The o ldest marked every 
diploma that was issued by the College from 1839 to 1967 . Thi s seal carries a traditional likeness of a young Thomas Jefferson and the founding 
date of the College as 1826. Prior to 1839 the diploma of Jefferson Medical College carried the seal of the Jefferson College in Canonsburg, 
Pennsylvania - the parent institution . 
Another seal was developed in 1967 as a result of research done by the late Edward L. Bauer, Emeritus Professor of Pediatrics, who deter-
mined that the founding year of Jefferson Medical College was 1824 rather than 1826. Thi s seal is identical to the present corporate seal except 
the words "Thomas Jefferson University" replace "Jefferson Medical College ." It was used for only two years - from 1967 to 1969. 
The Presidenti al Badge is on permanent di splay in the Scott Library and is used at all convocations of the University. 


